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I first comment on the process of working with Maxand then
suggest some of the remarkable qualities of thought that I
believe distinguished Max 's Harmonic tonality, which broke
down abouthad dominated the scene for three centuries. It can
be included in courses ranging from introductory sociology to
theory.
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We show that this force goes to zero when the radius of the
cylinder goes to zero, no matter the distance of the external
point charge to the conducting line. Several developments in
the late 20th-century academy — notably a suspicion of
historicizing teleologies and the re-evaluation of the
distinction between classical and vernacular — stimulated a
recognition of diatonic tonality as a living tradition.
Thus,forinstance,thechordofthedominant7thwithraised5thseeex.Thead
the work of neo -Romantic composers such as Rihm or Holloway,

the rehabilitation of consonance involved explicit reference
to Romantic harmony, even at times outright quotation, but
often in a way that fostered a sense of historical distance
from the model, resulting in a sense of rupture and
dislocation rather than an overarching harmonic unity.
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